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The system PROCOOL is nowadays the best solution in the production of 

sportswear. 
 

The special four- channel construction of polyester yarn serves the optimal control 

of the moisture. Clothes, which are produced in the technology PROCOOL 

guarantee the highest comfort in any conditions and keep the body temperature 

stable. 

 

This knitted material produced in this technology has the structure, which reduces 

the amount of material touching the skin. It absorbs the moisture and spreads it 

spatially, which gives the feeling of freshness, coolness and dryness. 

 

 

 

Sublimation is the conversion between the solid and the gaseous states, with no 

inter-mediate liquid stage. 

The technology of sublimation takes the advantage of the fact, that some pigments 

heated to the proper temperature pass from the solid state to gaseous. The pair of 

pigments are absorbed and blocked by polyester molecules. As the results, we 

receive prints of an excellent quality on polyester materials. 

We have connected the best machines, special materials and technologies and as a 

result we can offer unlimited colour possibilities. The prints are characterized by an 

excellent durability. They are imperceptible, which guarantees a high comfort of 

use. 



  

 

Special construction of material's fibres perfectly drain off dampness and in the 

same tme assure maximal thermal comfort. 

  

Used materials guarantee maximum comfort of wearing. 

  

The professional line of match balls is intended for playing at the highest level. 

Depending on the adopted technologies and the quality of the materials we offer the 

lines Gold, Silver and Blue. 
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Now Coolmax® comes with a new benefit. Freshness. 

Innovation: Not only does Coolmax® keep you cool and comfortable, it helps keep 

you fresh and feeling good whatever you’re doing. Six-channel cross-section of 

Odour Shield polyester filaments Durable, non-migratory silver based bacteriostatic 

additive. 

  

  

The colotech label guarantees high quality materials used for matufacturing of sport 

clothing. The COLO TECH materials are characterised with high moisture 

absorption and removing them to outside. 

  

The COLOTECH PRO label symbolizes a series of professional, high quality 

materials used in sport clothing manufacturing. The COLOTECH PRO materials 

are characterised with high moisture absorption and quick drying. 



  

Outside: the desire for an active lifestyle. Inside: Meryl® Actisystem™. Resistant. 

Protective. Lightweight. Designed for quick-drying and exceptional comfort during 

any athletic activity 

  

A body-fitting material characterized also by exceptional flexibility. 

  

A body - fitting material. 

  

Product also available in a long-sleeve version. 



  

Women's version available 

 

 

  

Men's version available 

  

Special inserts made of materials with improved properties for air flow. Products 

labeled with KLIMA AREA guarantee maximum comfort during competition. 

  

CE verified 



  

Training series 

  

Made in Poland. 

 


